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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper, we present a feature description method called semantic descriptor with objectness (SDO) 

for scene recognition. Most existing scene representation methods exploit the characteristics of con- 

stituent objects in scenes with inter-class independence, which ignore the negative effects caused by 

the common objects among different scenes. The generic characteristics of the common objects cause 

some generality among different scenes, which weakens the discriminative characteristics among scenes. 

To address this problem, we exploit the correlations of object configurations among different scenes by 

the co-occurrence pattern of all objects across scenes to choose representative and discriminative objects 

which enhances the inter-class discriminability. Specifically, we capture the statistic information of ob- 

jects appearing in each scene to compute the distribution of each object across scenes, which obtains 

the co-occurrence pattern of objects. Moreover, we represent the image descriptors with the occurrence 

probabilities of discriminative objects in image patches to eliminate the negative effects of common ob- 

jects. To make image descriptors more discriminative, we discard the patches with non-discriminative 

objects to enhance the intra-class generalized characteristics. Experimental results on three widely used 

scene recognition datasets show that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Scene recognition has been extensively investigated in com-

puter vision and a variety of scene recognition methods have been

proposed over the past decades [1–9] . Scene representation and

scene classification are two important stages in a practical scene

recognition system. Scene representation aims to extract discrimi-

native features to make scene images distinguishable, while scene

classification designs effective classifiers to differentiate scene cat-

egories. Compared with scene classification, scene representation

significantly affects the performance of a scene recognition system,

because it explores not only the generalized characteristics in the

same category but also the distinctive characteristics among differ-

ent categories. Specially, these characteristics are difficult to cap-

ture, due to the complexity of scene images where (1) the spa-

tial layout of scenes often simultaneously exhibits characteristics

across multiple distinct scene categories, and (2) the constituent

objects vary widely in the same scene and usually occur in other

scenes. Hence, how to extract more discriminative representation
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o enlarge the inter-class margins and reduce the intra-class varia-

ions simultaneously remains a central and challenging problem in

cene recognition. 

A number of scene feature representation methods have been

roposed and they are mainly classified into two categories: hand-

rafted features [2,3,10–13] and learning-based features [5,14,15] .

ypical hand-crafted features include generalized search trees

GIST) [16] , oriented texture curves (OTC) [17] and census trans-

orm histogram (CENTRIST) [18] , which investigate low-level vi-

ual information such as structural and textural information in

cene images. However, these features are far from sufficient char-

cteristics for complex scenes. The convolutional neural network

CNN) features are representative learning-based methods, which

xploit high-level semantic information. While CNN features have

chieved encouraging performance, they exploit the characteristics

f the scenes with inter-class independence where the character-

stics include general characteristics caused by common objects

mong different scenes, weakening the discriminability among

cenes. Inspired by the fact that some common objects may oc-

ur simultaneously in different scenes with similar probability and

ome discriminative objects occur in a scene with high probabili-

ies but rarely occur in others, we aim to exploit the co-occurrence

attern of objects across scenes to obtain discriminative objects for

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2017.09.025
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patcog
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of the proposed SDO approach for scene representation. We first extract object score vectors in local patches used to obtain discriminative objects. Then, 

we perform patch screening and object selection to make the score vectors more discriminative. Moreover, we project these vectors into low-dimensional discriminative 

object in the Euclidean space. We further cluster and pool these vectors to obtain local representation. Lastly, a combination of local and global representation extracted at 

fully-connected layer produces the final image representation. 
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cene representation. The image local descriptors showing the oc-

urrence probabilities of disciminative objects eliminate the nega-

ive effects of common objects. 

In this paper, we propose a semantic descriptor with objectness

SDO) method for scene recognition where correlation of object

onfigurations across scenes are exploited. We first compute ob-

ect multinomial distribution based on object score vectors show-

ng the occurrence probability of objects in local patches to ob-

ain object configuration of each scene. Then, we derive the poste-

ior probability of scenes given an object to exploit co-occurrence

atterns of objects which is used to choose discriminative ob-

ects in scenes. Moreover, we extract image descriptors showing

he appearance probabilities of discriminative objects in image lo-

al patches, which can be divided into three steps: (1) we prune

he patches which do not contain discriminative objects, called

atch screening , by the intersection of top scored objects in patches

nd the discriminative objects; (2) we reduce the dimension of

bject score vectors to obtain discriminative vectors by choosing

he elements representing discriminative object classes, called ob-

ect selection ; (3) we project the discriminative vectors in the non-

uclidean space into the Euclidean space, obtaining the image de-

criptors. We further cluster and pool image descriptors to obtain

ocal representation. We also extract global representation on an

ntire image to exploit the global layout information of scenes.

astly, we represent an image with the combination of global rep-

esentation and local representation for scene recognition. Fig. 1

hows the main work-flow of our proposed method. Experimental

esults on three widely used scene datasets, the Scene 15 [19] , MIT

ndoor 67 [20] and SUN 397 [21] , show that our method outper-

orm the state-of-the-art methods. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly re-

iews related studies. Section 3 illustrates the proposed method
l  
laborately. Experimental results are presented and discussed in

ection 4 , followed by the conclusion in Section 5 . 

. Related work 

In this section, we briefly review two related topics: (1) scene

epresentation, and (2) scene classification. 

.1. Scene representation 

There have been extensive works on scene representation in

he literature, and these methods can be mainly classified into

wo categories: hand-crafted feature representation and learning-

ased feature representation. A number of hand-crafted methods

or scene recognition mainly extract holistic features and local fea-

ures. Holistic features methods, such as GIST [16,22] , lexicograph-

cally convert an entire scene image into a high-dimensional fea-

ure vector but fail to exploit local structure information in scenes,

specially the indoor scenes [18,23] with complex spatial layouts.

nlike holistic features, local features first describe the structure

attern of each local patch and then combine the statistics of all

atches into a concatenated feature vector. Typical local features

nclude OTC [17] , CENTRIST [18] and mCENTRIST [23] , which inves-

igate structural properties and textural information in scene im-

ges. However, these hand-crafted methods only exploit the low-

evel visual features which are far from sufficient characteristics

or the complex scenes. Moreover, they usually require strong prior

nowledge to design them and some of them are computationally

xpensive, which may limit their practical applications. 

Recently, learning-based methods [5,6] have been widely used

n scene recognition, especially the CNN models which learn high-

evel features from scene images. For examples, Zhou et al. uti-

ized the CNN fully-connected features of an entire image to
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Fig. 2. Illustration of different object classes with various occurrence probabilities across all the scene categories. These three scenes contain some discriminative objects 

(e.g., shoes in shoestore and jewellery in jewelleryshop) and common objects (e.g., persons and shelves) which have different distributions across different scenes. 
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explore the global layout information for scene recognition [5] .

In order to investigate the local structure of a scene, Gong et al.

proposed multi-scale orderless pooling (MOP) method to extract

fully-connected features on image local patches [6] . However, fully-

connected features lack more general characteristics than the con-

volutional features. Yang and Ramanan proposed directly acyclic

graph CNN (DAG-CNN) by leveraging multi-layer convolutional fea-

tures and two fully-connected features for scene recognition [24] .

While CNN features at fully-connected layer and convolutional

layer have achieved encouraging performance, most of them inves-

tigate the characteristics of scenes with inter-class independence

which ignores the effects caused by the common objects among

scenes. 

2.2. Scene classification 

A number of methods have been proposed for scene classifica-

tion and they are mainly classified into two categories: generative

models and discriminative models. Generative models often resort

to hierarchical Bayesian to describe a scene [25–28] , which express

various relations in a complex scene. For example, the models ex-

ploit the relation between a scene and its parts [25,28] , and the

correlation among concurrent objects [3,27] . The typical genera-

tive classifiers include hidden markov model (HMM) [29] , markov

random fields (MRF) [30] and latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [31] .

However, these models need to build complex probabilistic graph

model and are computationally expensive. 

The discriminative models [32–35] extract dense descriptors

from an image and encode these descriptors into a fixed length

representation to design a reasonable classifier for recognition. The

representative classifiers include logistic regression, boosting and

support vector machine (SVM). Specially, the SVM classifier has

been widely adopted for scene classification. For example, the Bag

of Visual Words trains a linear SVM with captured abundant se-

mantic meaning of scenes [13] . Moreover, spatial pyramid match-

ing (SPM) [19] , object bank (OB) [34] and deformable part based

model (DPM) [35,36] are the representative examples of this model

to train SVM classifiers on scene representations. Unlike the gener-

ative models, discriminative models learn the parameters easily to

obtain scene representation. 

3. Proposed approach 

In this section, we first present the motivation and framework

of our SDO method and then detail the generation of local seman-

tic descriptors. Lastly, we introduce how to use the descriptors to

produce representation for scene classification. 
.1. Motivation 

While many CNN based methods have achieved encouraging re-

ults on scene recognition, most of existing methods extract high-

evel features of each scene with inter-class independence, which

gnores the effects of the common objects among different scenes.

e are inspired by the fact that the objects have different oc-

urrence probabilities in various scenes, as shown in Fig. 2 . The

mages in Fig. 2 from three different scenes ( shoestore, bookstore

nd jewelleryshop ) may have the similar global layout seen in the

eft images of each scene, but they contain different objects where

he jewellery occurs in jewelleryshop frequently but rarely occurs

n shoestore and bookstore. We consider the discriminative ob-

ect, jewellery, has a high probability in jewelleryshop but a low

robability in shoestore and bookstore. On the other side, the per-

ons and shelves are common in these scenes that may have sim-

lar probabilities. By the observation, we exploit the co-occurrence

attern of objects across scenes to choose the discriminative ob-

ects. A scene image can be represented as a bag of image de-

criptors showing the occurrence probabilities of discriminative

bjects, which eliminates the negative effects caused by common

bjects. 

.2. Framework of our SDO 

The framework of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 .

ur method produces final scene representation by concatenating

lobal representation and local representation. Both representa-

ions are built on deep CNNs, e.g., VGGNets, which are regarded as

eneric feature extractors for scene images. In the context of scene

ecognition, one CNN trained on scene-centric dataset, Places205,

s used to obtain the global representation, and the other one is

rained on ImageNet dataset for local representation. 

To obtain the local representation, we first sample a set of

atches in an image and feed them to the ImageNet-CNN, which

roduces a set of score vectors at softmax layer. We then compute

bject multinomial distributions of all scenes based on the score

ectors and apply Bayes rule for posterior probabilities of scenes

iven objects. Finally, we choose the discriminative objects accord-

ng to their discriminative power showed by posterior probabilities.

In the training phase, the discriminative object classes help us

rune the patches in which the discriminative objects rarely oc-

ur. To further improve the discriminative power of the remaining

atches, we perform object selection on score vectors by choos-

ng the elements that represent discriminative object classes. Due

o the non-Euclidean space nature of the score vectors which is

ifficult for encoding, we project the score vectors into linear
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E  
uclidean space by natural parametrization which produces the lo-

al descriptors. To obtain image local representation, vector of lo-

ally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) encoding and principal compo-

ent analysis (PCA) dimension reduction are applied on the local

escriptors. 

As the global representation, the holistic features are extracted

t the second fully-connected layer of Places-CNN on entire im-

ge. The combination of the image global representation and lo-

al representation is fed into the linear SVM classifier for training.

lgorithm 1 summarizes the proposed SDO approach. 

lgorithm 1 : SDO. 

Input: Training images: { I i } m 

i =1 
and test images: { I i } n i = m +1 

. Two CNN

models. 

utput: Combined Representation { H i } n i =1 
for training and test im-

ages. 

Procedure: 
1: for i = 1 → n do 

2: Extract score vectors, each of which represents ap-
pearance probabilities of objects in a patch, on image
I i at softmax layer of the ImageNet-CNN. 

3: Extract features at the fully connected layer of Places-
CNN on image I i , obtain the global representation GR i .

4: end for 
5: for each scene category c ∈ C do 

6: Process the score vectors, obtain object multinomial
distribution p(o| c) . 

7: Apply Bayes rule, obtain posterior probability p(c| o) . 
8: end for 
9: Rank the object discriminative power dis (o) , select the

top N discriminative object classes. 
10: for i = 1 → n do 

11: Perform patch-screening and object selection, obtain
image descriptors. 

12: Project image descriptors into Euclidean space. 
13: VLAD encoding, generate local representation LR i . 
14: H i = [ GR i LR i ] 
15: end for 

.3. SDO generation 

Our SDO method aims to extract image descriptors that show

he occurrence probabilities of discriminative objects. We compute

bject multinomial distributions in each scene and derive the pos-

erior probabilities of scenes given objects to obtain discriminative

bjects. In training phase, we first perform patch screening on im-

ge local patches to discard those containing non-discriminative

bjects. Then, object selection produces score vectors of discrimi-

ative objects in patches. Lastly, we map these vectors lied in non-

uclidean space into Euclidean space, which obtains image local

escriptors. 

Discriminative Objects: Each scene category contains many ob-

ects which are also common in other scene categories (e.g., the

walls” appear frequently in bedroom, living room and office ). Those

ommon objects such as walls are less discriminative than the ob-

ects “computers”, or “keyboards” for the recognition of “computer

oom”. We consider that an object has more discriminative power

f it only appears frequently in some specific classes. To choose dis-

riminative object classes, we explore the co-occurrence pattern of

ll objects among scenes and achieve discriminative objects based

n their discriminative ability. We propose a procedure to com-

ute the object multinomial distributions of scenes and obtain the
istribution of each object across all scene, which is illustrated in

ig. 3 . 

We obtain the object multinomial distributions of all scenes

ased on object score vectors at softmax layer of a deep CNN. The

bject multinomial distribution for each category shows the prob-

bility statistics of all object classes in a scene category. Specifi-

ally, we sample a set of patches P = [ p 1 , . . . , p i , . . . , p N ] from an

mage and feed them to an ImageNet-CNN, e.g., VGGNet. For one

atch, we obtain a 10 0 0-dimensional score vector at softmax layer,

here each element of the score vector represents the occurrence

robability of a particular object class. Each image produces a set

f score vectors S = [ s 1 , . . . , s i , . . . , s N ] , where s i is the score vec-

or of the patch p i . To obtain object multinomial distributions, we

entatively set a confidence level θ for the score vectors S , which

nables us to detect the presence of object in a patch according to

(x | θ ) = h [ s i (x ) − θ ] (1)

here h (x ) = 1 , x ≥ 0 and h (x ) = 0 otherwise. However, this

ethod imposes the confidence level on all the object classes,

hich may miss some discriminative but infrequent classes. Thus

e directly use the sum of the score vectors f o without confi-

ence level to detect the occurrence of object o in an image x as

ollows: 

f o (x ) = 

∑ 

p i ∈ x 
s i (2) 

here p i is a patch of the image x and s i is the score vector of the

atch p i . 

Generally, given a set of images I c from a scene category c , The

aximum likelihood probability of object o on class c is 

p(o| c) = 

1 

N I c 

∑ 

x i ∈ I c 
f o (x i ) . (3)

We refer to the probability vector p ( o | c ) as the object multino-

ial distribution of c . We choose three scene categories ( shoestore,

ewellery and museum ) to explore various object distributions and

he results are shown in Fig. 4 . 

Having obtained the object multinomial distributions, we ob-

ain all normalized objects occurrence probabilities in all scene

lasses, which enables us to derive the posterior probability of

cene classes given the observation of all objects as follows: 

 = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

p(c 1 | o 1 ) . . . p(c j | o 1 ) . . . p(c C | o 1 ) 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

p(c 1 | o i ) . . . p(c j | o i ) . . . p(c C | o i ) 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

p(c 1 | o N ) . . . p(c j | o N ) . . . p(c C | o N ) 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

(4) 

here p ( c j | o i ) is the posterior probability of a scene class c j given

he object o i , by the application of Bayes rule 

p(c j | o i ) = 

p(o| c j ) p(c j ) ∑ 

j p(o| c j ) p(c j ) 
(5) 

here p ( o | c j ) is the occurrence probabilities of objects given a

cene class c j shown in Eq. (3) and p ( c j ) is a prior scene class prob-

bility p(c = j) = 1 /C. 

Given an object, the marginal probability p ( c | o i ) represents

bject co-occurrence probability which shows its discriminative

ower with respect to a set of scene classes C . To obtain the dis-

riminative object classes, we try to utilize the entropy value based

ethod. The posterior probability of non-discriminative object o

ends to be uniform across classes with a low entropy value. The

ormula of entropy E ( o i ) is as follows: 

(o i ) = −
C ∑ 

j=1 

p(c j | o i ) log 2 (c j | o i ) (6)
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Fig. 3. The procedure of discriminative objects based on the object multinomial distribution. The discriminative object classes are derived by ranking their discriminative 

power. 

Fig. 4. Object multinomial distribution varies in different scene categories. (a) shows the object distribution in shoestore category, which is totally different from other 

categories, e.g., jewelleryshop in (b) and museum in (c). 
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where C is the number of scene classes and p ( i ) is the posterior

probability of a class. However, parts of the non-discriminative ob-

ject classes may have higher entropy value than some discrimina-

tive object classes. 

We choose discriminative objects based on the difference value

method to find the largest difference value among objects. Hav-

ing obtained the posterior probabilities based on Bayes rule,

this method is performed in three steps. First, given an ob-

ject o i , the classes c ∈ C are ranked according to the posterior

probability p ( c | o i ). Let r ( c ) be the ranking function, e.g., r (1) for the

class of largest probability and r ( C ) for the class of lowest probabil-

ity. The second step computes the discriminative power of object o

by 

dis (o i ) = max 
r∈ 1 , ... ,C−1 

(r(i ) − r(i + 1)) . (7)

The largest probability difference of object o can be obtained by

dis ( o ) that shows the object discriminative power. The last step is

to rank the dis ( o ) and to choose top N objects, e.g., N = 500 . Fig. 5

shows the examples of posterior probability with various objects

on the MIT indoor 67 dataset. The object classes in yellow illus-

trate higher discriminative power than those in blue. The subfigure

(a) shows posterior probabilities of scenes given all objects while
b) and (c) illustrate 50 least discriminative classes and 50 most

iscriminative classes, respectively. 

Patch Screening: We aim to discard the patches containing

on-discriminative objects that ruin the generalized characteristics

f a scene. For each category, there typically exists a set of repre-

entative regions that frequently appear in the images. For exam-

le, regions with computer monitors frequently appear in the im-

ges for the “computer room” class, which we regarded as repre-

entative regions. Meanwhile, the non-representative regions, only

ppearing in a few images, can be viewed as outliers for a certain

cene category. Conventional methods use one-class SVM to prune

utliers which suppose the outliers being scattered. However, this

ethod is computationally expensive, especially in large dataset,

nd it does not take some infrequent but discriminative patches

nto consideration. In our method, we use the intersection of top

 scored object classes in a patch and the discriminative classes to

elp us prune outliers. 

Let S = { s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s P } (s i ∈ R D , D = 10 0 0) be a set of the score

ectors in an image. We rank the score vector s i , choose the top

 object classes with largest scores and record the set of object

lasses P io . We define D o as the set of discriminative object classes.

e obtain the intersection I of P and D o , as the following
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Fig. 5. Object posterior probability for all scene. (a) given all objects; (b) given the least 50 discriminative objects; (c) given the most 50 discriminative objects. 
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quation 

 io = 

length (P io ∩ D o ) 

N 

. (8) 

The intersection area illustrates the discriminative power of the

bject classes appearing in a patch. We consider the patch as a

oisy patch, when ratio I o is quite low. In our approach, we set a

hreshold ϑ and select the meaningful patches by the comparison

etween I o and ϑ with the following equation 

 = 

{
1 I o ≥ ϑ 

0 I o < ϑ 

(9) 

here P = 1 represents the patch is chosen, and otherwise is dis-

arded. 

Local Semantic Descriptors: Having obtained the representa-

ive patches, we extract the object score vectors of these patches.

o make the vectors more discriminative, we perform object se-

ection to choose N elements in score vectors which represent the

iscriminative objects. However, the simplex of the score vectors is

on-Euclidean, which makes the image encoding difficult to learn.

he problem can be addressed by natural parameterization which

ransforms the vectors into linear Euclidean space, yielding a nat-

ral parameter vector ν of the score vectors π . We apply different

arameters to achieve projection and the possible projection func-

ions are as follows: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ν(1) 
k 

= 

√ 

πk 

ν(2) 
k 

= log πk 

ν(3) 
k 

= log 
πk 

πS 

(10) 

here π k is the discriminative score vector in non-Euclidean

pace, π S is the sum of the entries in π k , and νk is the new vectors

n linear Euclidean, namely image local descriptor. In our SDO, the

atural parameter is obtained by a log transformation νk = logπk 

hat maps the high-nonlinear space into the linear Euclidean space,

hich makes the image embedding substantially easier and more

ccurate. 

.4. Scene representation and recognition 

Our proposed SDO considers that any scene image can be rep-

esented as a bag of image local descriptors. We cluster and pool

hese image descriptors by VLAD to obtain the image embedding

s the local representation. 

Given the local descriptors, we aim to find the centers of clus-

ers. We tentatively use three VLAD centers generation methods

ncluding object multinomial distributions P ( o | c ), posterior proba-

ility of a scene P ( c | o ) and K -means clustering centers C . 

For the first method, we use object multinomial distributions 

 (o| c) = { p(o| c 1 ) p(o| c 2 ) . . . p(o| c C ) } (11)
s VLAD centers with C centers which is the number of scene

lasses. For the second method, we regard the marginal probability

ectors 

 (c| o) = { p(c| o 1 ) p(c| o 2 ) . . . p(c| o N ) } (12)

s the VLAD centers with N centers that is the number of object

lasses. 

We also learn a separate k -means codebook with k = 100 cen-

ers. Having obtained a collection of descriptors in patches and a

odebook of centers c i , i = 1 , . . . , k, the VLAD embedding is con-

tructed by assigning each patch ν j to its r nearest cluster cen-

ers rNN ( ν j ) and aggregating the residuals of the patches minus the

enter as the following equation: 

r i = 

∑ 

j: c i ∈ rN N (ν j ) 

w j1 (ν j − c i ) (13) 

here w jk is the Gaussian kernel similarity between p j and c k . For

ach patch, we additionally normalize its weights to its nearest r

enters. In this paper, we use r = 5 and kernel standard deviation

f 1. The VLAD embedding is as follows: 

x = [ r 1 r 2 . . . r k ] (14) 

Following [14] , we normalize the pooled vectors x with L 2 nor-

alization. However, the resulting vectors are high dimensional:

iven N -dimensional patch ν j and clustering centers C , e.g., N =
0 0 and C = 10 0 k -means centers, we end up with the embedding

ith 100 × N dimensions which make classifier training bear com-

utational burden. Thus we perform PCA on the pooled vectors and

educe them to 4096 dimensions. 

To obtain global layout information, we extract the global

eature representation of the entire image at the second fully-

onnected layer from Places-CNN trained on scene-centric dataset,

laces205. Although the basic architecture of Places-CNN is the

ame with the ImageNet-CNN, the type of the learned features are

ery different. The convolutional units of ImageNet-CNN respond

o object-like occurrences, while those in Places-CNN are selective

f landscapes with more spatial features. We concatenate local rep-

esentation and global representation to produce final image rep-

esentation which is used for training a linear SVM classifier. 

.5. Implementation details 

In this section, we present the implementation details of our

xperiments. For scene recognition, we utilize two CNN models,

GG-16 nets, which are based on their caffe implementations.

pecifically, one VGG-16 net is trained on ImageNet dataset that

s used to obtain local representation based on score vectors ex-

racted at softmax layer. Another VGG-16 net trained on Places205

ataset is applied for obtaining the fully-connected feature of the
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Fig. 6. Several indoor scene examples from the MIT Indoor 67 dataset. The images in two rows are from two different scene categories ( computerroom and restaurant ), 

respectively. 
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entire image, regarded as global representation. In our experi-

ments, we first resize all the images into resolution of 256 × 256. 

For local representation, the score vectors of local P × P image

patches on a uniform grid stride are extracted from ImageNet-CNN.

Our experiments are performed with P = 128 , stride = 32 at first.

To deal with the large intra-class variations, we design a multi-

scale sampling strategy to extract image patches with a set of sizes

s = { 64 , 96 , 112 , 128 , 144 , 160 , 176 , 192 } . Given all score vectors of

the local patches, we compute object multinomial distribution of

each scene without confidence level and derive posterior proba-

bilities of scenes. We choose 500 discriminative objects according

to their discriminative power with difference value method. In the

patch screening, We set the intersection threshold 30% of 500 dis-

criminative objects and top 500 scored objects in test patch. Ob-

ject selection produces 500-dimensional vectors by selecting 500

elements in 10 0 0-dimensional object score vectors of representa-

tive patches which represent the discriminative object classes. We

project 500-dimensional vectors into Euclidean space by log func-

tion, obtaining image local descriptors. To obtain local represen-

tation of the image, we use VLAD encoding to obtain image em-

bedding and adopt PCA to reduce dimensionality to 4096 dimen-

sions. Moreover, to obtain more information, we utilize the fully-

connected 4096- d features of the patches to concatenate the local

representation. 

The global features are extracted at the 2 th fully-connected

layer of Places-CNN and L 2 normalized. The fully-connected fea-

tures of the Places-CNN investigate the holistic layout information

of scenes which are complementary to our local representation.

The final image representations consisting of local and global rep-

resentations are used to train a linear SVM classifier. 

4. Experiments 

We evaluate our SDO method on three widely used scene

datasets including the MIT Indoor 67 [20] , SUN 397 [21] and Scene

15 [19] . Specifically, the Scene 15 and SUN 397 datasets are em-

ployed to show the effectiveness of our approach for both indoor

and outdoor scenes, and the MIT Indoor 67 dataset is used to show

the effectiveness of our approach for indoor scene images. The fol-

lowing describes the details of the experiments and results. 

4.1. Datesets 

MIT Indoor 67 Dataset: MIT Indoor 67 [20] is a challenging in-

door scene dataset, which contains 67 scene categories and 15,620

color images. The number of images varies across categories with

at least 100 images per category. Following the standard evaluation

protocol of [20] , we use 80 images from each category for training
nd another 20 images for testing. Fig. 6 shows some indoor scene

mages from the MIT Indoor 67 dataset. 

SUN 397 Dataset: SUN 397 [21] is a large-scale scene dataset,

hich contains 397 scene categories and 108,754 color images

ith at least 100 images per category. The categories include kinds

f indoor and outdoor scenes which show tremendous object and

lignment variance, bringing more complexity for scene recogni-

ion. Follow the standard evaluation protocol provided by [21] , we

rain and test our proposed approach on ten different partitions,

ach of which has 50 training and 50 test images. The partitions

re fixed and publicly available from [21] . The average classifica-

ion accuracy is selected to evaluate our approach. Fig. 7 shows

he images of indoor swimming pool and outdoor swimming pool

rom the SUN 397 dataset with different labels. 

Scene 15 Dataset: Scene 15 dataset [19] contains 4485 gray im-

ges of 15 different scenes including both indoor scenes and out-

oor scenes. The dataset does not provide separated training and

est sets, so we use 5 random splits and compute the mean of the

lassification performance across splits. In each split, we use 100

raining images for each category and the remaining for the test.

ig. 8 shows some indoor and outdoor images from the Scene 15

ataset. 

.1.1. Comparison with the state-of-the-arts 

We compare the performance of our proposed SDO with recent

pproaches on MIT Indoor 67, SUN 397 and Scene 15. In our ap-

roach, the global representations are obtained from the VGG-16

et trained on Places205 database. Our local representations con-

ist of fully-connected features and probability features with multi-

cale patches. The final representation of an image consists of the

lobal representation and local representation. The results on MIT

ndoor 67, SUN 397 and Scene 15 are shown in Tables 1 –3 , respec-

ively. 

As shown in Tables 1 –3 , the performance of our SDO outper-

orms the previous methods. We explore the complementary prop-

rties of our SDO with multi-scale patches and the fully-connected

eatures. From the tables, we see that the multi-scale patches im-

rove recognition accuracy by reducing the intra-class variations.

eanwhile, the fully-connected features contain more abundant

nformation that benefit our performance. 

Table 1 tabulates the performance of our method, traditional

and-crafted methods and CNN based methods on MIT Indoor 67

ataset. The results show that our proposed SDO achieves the best

erformance. For the traditional hand-crafted methods (e.g., DPM

nd CENTRIST), they only exploit the low-level visual information

uch as the texture, color and structure information while our SDO

nvestigates high-level semantic information built on the CNN ar-

hitectures. The conventional CNN based methods mainly extract

he characteristics of each scene with inter-class independence, ig-
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Fig. 7. Several indoor and outdoor examples of swimming pool from the SUN 397 dataset. 

Fig. 8. Several indoor and outdoor examples from the Scene 15 dataset. The images 

in the first row are from kitchen scene and others are from forest scene. 

Table 1 

Comparison of our proposed approach with other methods on MIT Indoor 67 

dataset. 

Traditional Methods Accuracy(%) 

ROI [20] 26.05 

DPM [36] 30.40 

CENTRIST [18] 36.90 

Object Bank [34] 37.60 

RBOW [13] 37.93 

Discriminative Patches [37] 38.10 

Hybrid parts [38] 39.80 

BOP [39] 46.10 

Hybrid parts + GIST-color + SP [38] 47.20 

ISPR [40] 50.10 

Discriminative parts [41] 51.40 

DSFL [42] 52.24 

Discriminative Lie Group [43] 55.58 

IFV [39] 60.77 

IFV + BOP [39] 63.10 

Mode-Seeking + IFV [44] 66.87 

ISPR + IFV [40] 68.50 

CNN based Methods Accuracy (%) 

PlaceNet [5] 68.24 

MOP-CNN [6] 68.90 

CNNaug-SVM [45] 69.00 

HybridNet [5] 70.80 

URDL + CNNaug [46] 71.90 

MPP-FCR2(7 scales) [15] 75.67 

DSFL + CNN [42] 76.23 

MPP + DSFL [15] 80.78 

CFV(VGG-19) [47] 81.00 

CS(VGG-19) [48] 82.24 

VSAD [49] 86.20 

Our SDO {128} 83.98 

Our SDO {64, 128, 192} 84.86 

Our SDO {64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192} 85.12 

Our SDO {128} + fc features 85.43 

Our SDO {64, 128, 192} + fc features 86.00 

Our SDO {64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192} + fc features 86.76 

Table 2 

Comparison of our proposed approach with other methods on SUN397 dataset. 

Traditional Methods Accuracy (%) 

S-manifold [50] 28.90 

OTC [17] 34.56 

contextBoW + semantic [51] 35.60 

Xiao et al [21] 38.00 

FV (SIFT + Local Color Statistic) [52] 47.20 

OTC + HOG2 × 2 [17] 49.60 

CNN based Methods Accuracy (%) 

Decaf [53] 40.94 

MOP-CNN [6] 51.98 

HybridNet [5] 53.86 

Places-CNN [5] 54.23 

Places-CNN ft [5] 56.20 

CS(VGG-19) [54] 64.53 

VSAD [49] 73.00 

Our SDO {128} 66.98 

Our SDO {64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192} 72.06 

Our SDO {128} + fc features 69.78 

Our SDO {64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192} + fc features 73.41 

Table 3 

Comparison of our proposed approach with other methods on Scene 15 dataset. 

Methods Accuracy (%) 

LDA [19] 59.0 

pLSA [19] 63.3 

SMN [55] 71.7 

BoW [19] 74.8 

CMN [55] 77.2 

ObjectBank [56] 80.9 

Kernel descriptor [57] 82.2 

SPMSM [50] 82.5 

SR-LSR [56] 85.7 

EMFS [58] 85.7 

Object-to-Class kernels [59] 88.8 

Our SDO {128} 94.37 

Our SDO {64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192} 95.56 

Our SDO {128} + fc features 94.97 

Our SDO {64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 144, 160, 176, 192} + fc features 95.88 
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a  
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l  
oring the generality of characteristics caused by common objects

mong different scenes. Our method takes advantage of the co-

ccurrence information of constituent objects in scenes to choose

iscriminative objects and achieves best performance. 

We then evaluate our proposed SDO on the SUN 397 dataset

nd compare with several traditional hand-crafted methods and

NN based methods. Table 2 records the recognition accuracy of

ur SDO and other methods where our SDO achieves the high-

st recognition rate. The traditional hand-crafted methods, such

s contextBoW and OTC + HOG 2 × 2, exploit low-level visual fea-

ures which are far from sufficient characteristics to represent the

arge scale scenes with tremendous object and alignment vari-
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Table 4 

Comparison of our proposed approach with different networks 

trained on various datasets for both local and global representa- 

tion on Scene 15. 

LR GR Accuracy 

AlexNet (ImageNet) AlexNet (ImageNet) 89.04 

AlexNet (Places205) AlexNet (Places205) 90.39 

AlexNet (Places205) AlexNet (ImageNet) 88.56 

AlexNet (ImageNet) AlexNet (Places205) 91.65 

GoogLeNet (ImageNet) GoogLeNet (Places205) 93.01 

VGGNet (ImageNet) VGGNet (Places205) 94.37 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Comparison of different representations on MITIndoor67, SUN397 and Scene15 

datasets. 

Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy 

with GR with LR with concatenation 

Scene15 92.36 % 87.34 % 94.37 % 

MITIndoor67 79.76 % 68.07 % 83.98 % 

SUN397 64.18 % 54.84 % 66.98 % 

Table 6 

Comparison of VGGNet with fine-tuning and without fine-tuning on MIT Indoor 67 

dataset. 

Accuracy with Accuracy with 

GR (%) LR + GR (%) 

VGGNet with fine-tuning 78.94 83.05 

VGGNet without fine-tuning 79.76 83.98 

Table 7 

Comparison of different patch sizes with local representation and the 

combination of local representation (LR) and global representation (LR 

+ GR) on MIT indoor 67 dataset. 

Patch Size Accuracy with LR (%) Accuracy with (LR + GR)(%) 

P = 64 64.38 81.94 

P = 96 66.12 82.96 

P = 128 68.07 83.98 

P = 160 66.32 83.01 
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ance. For the methods based on CNN (e.g., MOP-CNN and CS),

they mostly apply mid-level convolutional features and high-level

fully-connected features. However, these features are extracted

with inter-class independence without considering the correla-

tion among different scenes. Our SDO method explores object co-

occurrence patterns to eliminate the effects of common objects

and achieve best performance. 

To verify the effectiveness of our method, we also compare

our SDO with traditional hand-crafted methods on the Scene 15

dataset in Table 3 . We see that our proposed SDO achieves highest

recognition rate. The reason is that our approach is built on the top

of the CNN architecture that extracts high-level semantic informa-

tion, while the hand-crafted methods, such as topic models (LDA,

pLSA) and contextual models (SMN, CMN), only exploit low-level

visual features. 

4.2. Effects of our SDO components 

In this section, we evaluate the parameters of important com-

ponents in our SDO. First, we compare the performance of different

nets trained on ImageNet and Places205 datasets. Then, we evalu-

ate the influence of patch size and the selection of discriminative

objects. Having obtained the discriminative objects, we represent

the image following the steps of patch-screening, natural parame-

terization and image encoding which are also evaluated . 

4.2.1. Evaluation on different pre-trained nets 

In our approach, we use two pre-trained VGGNets, one of which

is trained on ImageNet dataset for image local representation and

another trained on Places205 dataset for image global representa-

tion. To better show the advantages of the networks in our SDO,

we investigate the performance of different networks including

AlexNet [60] , VGGNet [61] and GoogLeNet [8] trained on different

datasets. We compare the performance of differents trained on Im-

ageNet dataset and Places205 dataset for both local representation

and global representation, respectively. We conduct the experiment

on the Scene 15 dataset. 

Table 4 lists the results that our SDO with VGGNet trained on

the ImageNet dataset for image local representation and VGGNet

trained on the Places205 dataset for global representation obtains

the best performance. It is because the VGGNet, a 16 layers net-

work, captures more scene patterns than AlexNet and GoogLeNet.

For local representation, the network is applied on local patches

that tend to be an object, so the network trained on the ImageNet

dataset containing only several objects per images, extracts more

accurate features of the patches. For global representation on the

entire scene image, the network trained on the Places205 dataset

consisting of large numbers of scene images, improves the capacity

of the scene features. 

To evaluate the contribution of local and global representation,

we perform experiment on Scene 15, MIT Indoor 67 and SUN 397

datasets. Table 5 records the accuracy of local representation (LR),

global representation (GR) and the concatenation of them, respec-

tively. With the combination of these two types of representations,
ur performance become better than any one of them since these

wo representations are complementary. 

The networks trained on Places205 are applied on our tar-

et datasets to obtain global representation. We fine-tune the

GGNet on the MIT Indoor 67 dataset and extract global rep-

esentation to evaluate the performance of fine-tuning. We set

he learning rate base _ lr = 0 . 001 and use learning rate de-

ay policy with step policy. In this policy, we return learning

ate with base _ lr ∗ gamma ( f loor (iter /stepsize )) where we set gamma =
 . 1 , stepsize = 20 0 0 . We set the fixed weight decay rate with

.0 0 05. We extract the global representation at the second fully-

onnected layer. Table 6 tabulates that our SDO with the pre-

rained VGGNet without fine-tuning obtains the best performance.

ecause the VGGNet without fine-tuning trained on a large scene-

entric dataset produces more general scene features. Moreover,

ur target dateset MIT Indoor 67 and the source dataset Places205

re overlapping that causes the fine-tuning network less general

or scene characteristics. 

.2.2. Evaluation on different patch sizes 

Our SDO is implemented by first extracting image patches with

28 × 128 pixels. An indoor scene image from the MIT Indoor 67

ataset contains many objects with various sizes and scales, thus

he object information varies with different patch sizes. We set

ur experiment with different patch sizes of 64 × 64, 96 × 96,

28 × 128 and 160 × 160, and compare the performance of differ-

nt patch sizes in our SDO. Table 7 shows that our SDO with the

atch size of 128 × 128 obtains the best performance, because the

28 × 128 patch is the appropriate size to contain more accurate

bjects information. The patches with smaller size may not contain

ufficient object information, resulting in the score vectors unable

o reflect reasonable object classes. As for the larger patches, they

ontain multiple objects with different sizes and scales, which also

akes the score vectors less accurate. 

To evaluate the patch sampling strategy, we also consider us-

ng RPN method in [62] to extract the patches. The RPN method

roduces 200 region proposals at most with some very small re-

ions and overlapping regions. We conduct our experiments with
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Table 8 

Comparison of different RPN regions on MIT in- 

door 67 dataset. 

RPN Accuracy(%) 

all regions 82.96 

without small regions 83.24 

without overlapping regions 82.75 

sliding windows 83.98 

Table 9 

Image numbers on MITIndoor67 training dataset containing different patch num- 

bers with three types of regions. 

Patch numbers with all no small no overlapping 

( P ) regions regions regions 

P ≤ 50 353 498 1553 

50 < P ≤ 100 642 2727 2167 

100 < P ≤ 150 577 1907 1461 

150 < P ≤ 200 3788 228 179 

Total Images 5360 5360 5360 

Table 10 

The performance with different confi- 

dence levels on SUN 397 dataset. 

confidence level θ Accuracy(%) 

θ = 0 . 1 59.93 

θ = 0 . 2 62.54 

θ = 0 . 3 61.79 

θ = 0 66.98 
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Fig. 9. Recognition performance on SUN 397 with different methods at various 

number of discriminative object classes from 200 to 10 0 0. 

Table 11 

Classification accuracy based on dif- 

ferent discriminative object classes on 

SUN 397 dataset. 

Methods Accuracy (%) 

Top 66.98 

Random 63.54 

Least 56.89 

Without selection 64.73 
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o  
he proposals after three operations. One uses all the proposals,

ne uses the proposals after removing the small regions less than

/64 of the whole image area, and the other uses the proposals

fter removing the overlapping regions with IoU > 0.7, respectively.

From the results in Table 8 , we see that the RPN method with-

ut small regions achieves better performance than other two op-

ration strategies. The small regions contain some useless infor-

ation which make the final representation inaccurate. After we

rune the small regions, the performance becomes better than that

ith all regions. The overlapping regions make the region informa-

ion redundant that ruin the representation. After we prune the

verlapping regions, there may be less remaining regions which

ay discard some useful information. So this processing cause

orse performance than that without small regions. Although the

PN achieves good performance, there are some reasons that RPN

ethod is a little worse than sliding window method. Firstly, it ex-

racts patches sparsely,leading to varying region numbers in differ-

nt images as shown in Table 9 . The various region numbers lead

o uneven data distribution which affect the statistic information

n our SDO. Secondly, the regions may not cover the entire image

ith small region numbers that discard some useful information

hile the images with large region numbers result in redundant

nformation. Both of them affect the effective representation. 

.2.3. Effect of discriminative objects 

Our SDO chooses 500 discriminative object classes with the dif-

erence value method described in Section 3.3 . To investigate the

ffect of discriminative objects, we evaluate the performance of

arious selection methods and the numbers of discriminative ob-

ect classes on SUN 397 dataset. 

Computing the object multinomial distributions is the key step

o choose discriminative objects. We first compare the effect of

ifferent confidence levels for obtaining object multinomial distri-

ution. The experimental results in Table 10 show that our ap-

roach without confidence level obtains the highest recognition

ate. When setting the confidence level, we impose the same con-
dence level on all the object classes O , which discards some dis-

riminative but infrequent objects, leading to the negative perfor-

ance. 

We then compare recognition performance with different selec-

ion methods based on entropy value and difference value. Mean-

hile, we conduct experiment to verify the effect of the num-

er of discriminative object classes. Fig. 9 shows the performance

f different methods for obtaining discriminative objects on var-

ous classes numbers. We see that our SDO based on difference

alue method achieves better performance than entropy value

ethod. This is mainly because parts of the non-discriminative ob-

ect classes may have higher entropy value than some discrimina-

ive object classes. Fig. 9 also demonstrates that the number of the

iscriminative object classes varying from 200 to 10 0 0 also affects

lassification performance. The image descriptors with less object

lasses may discard some discriminative classes while the descrip-

ors with more object classes may contain non-discriminative ob-

ects, which weakens the discriminability among scenes. Therefore,

e choose N = 500 object classes to achieve the optimal result. 

Furthermore, we choose various strategies to pick out N = 500

bject classes in all 10 0 0 object classes. Three methods are con-

ucted including top difference value based, least difference value

ased and random difference value based. Table 11 presents our

DO with the top difference values among object classes obtains

he best performance due to its stronger discriminative ability than

he others. 

.2.4. Effect of patch screening 

In our approach, we use the intersection of top 500 scored

bjects in a test patch and the discriminative objects to help

atch screening. We tentatively use the one-class SVM to prune

he non-representative patches and set different outlier ratios r =
 0 , 10% , 20% , 30% } . To investigate the effect of patch screening in

ur SDO, we also set various intersection ratios and compare their
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Table 12 

Classification accuracy with various outlier ratios and intersection ratios on 

MIT indoor 67 dataset. 

outlier ratio (%) Accuracy with LR (%) Accuracy with LR + GR (%) 

0 65.53 82.27 

10 66.10 82.78 

20 66.72 82.89 

30 65.44 82.06 

Intersection Ratio Accuracy with GR (%) Accuracy with LR + GR (%) 

ϑ = 0 65.53 82.27 

ϑ = 0 . 1 65.82 82.66 

ϑ = 0 . 2 67.06 83.14 

ϑ = 0 . 3 68.07 83.98 

ϑ = 0 . 4 66.32 82.91 

ϑ = 0 . 5 65.22 82.20 

Table 13 

Classification accuracy on the SUN 397 

dataset with various projection functions. 

Parameterization Accuracy (%) 

without parameterization 64.56 

ν(1) function 64.17 

ν(2) function 66.98 

ν(3) function 65.46 

Table 14 

Results of classification accuracy considering different 

centers on SUN 397 dataset. 

Center Accuracy(%) 

object multinomial distribution p ( o | c ) 61.48 

posterior probability p ( c | o ) 59.74 

K-means centers c 66.98 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. The line graph depicts the recognition rate on SUN 397 dataset with vari- 

ous number of VLAD centers. 

Fig. 11. Different effects of dimension reduction on SUN 397 dataset. 
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performance on MIT Indoor 67. Table 12 tabulates that the inter-

section ratio with 30% in our SDO achieves best performance. The

one-class SVM method only prune the non-representative patches

in intra-class scene and is quite time-consuming. Our method not

only prune the non-representative patches intra-class but the non-

discriminative patches inter-class. In our SDO, the recognition per-

formance is less than 66% with low intersection ratios, because the

low ratios may keep the noisy patches which do not contain the

discriminative information, ruining the generalized characteristic in

the same scene. Moreover, the high intersection ratios may discard

some discriminative patches, which results in the recognition ac-

curacy declining to 65% with the ratio up to 50%. 

4.2.5. Effect of natural parameterization 

In our approach, we project the discriminative vectors into lin-

ear Euclidean space after object selection on score vectors. We or-

ganize our experiment to verify the effect of natural parameteriza-

tion with various projection functions on SUN 397. Table 13 shows

that our SDO with projection function ν(2) obtains better perfor-

mance than other projection functions. Without natural parameter-

ization, we achieve only 64.56% while function ν(2) improve per-

formance to 66.98%. The other projection functions perhaps miss

some important information of image descriptors. 

4.2.6. Effect of image encoding 

We apply VLAD encoding on image local descriptors to derive

the embedding of an image. In our approach, we utilize K -means to

obtain the clustering centers. To investigate the effect of VLAD en-

coding, we implement the experiment on the SUN397 dataset with

different clustering centers and various center numbers. Table 14

tabulates the performance of VLAD centers generation methods in-

cluding object multinomial distribution p ( o | c ), posterior probabil-

ity distribution p ( c | o ) and K -means clustering c. K -means method
roduces more reasonable semantic clusters and achieves the best

erformance. Fig. 10 shows the effect of different numbers of VLAD

enters. The unreasonable cluster numbers produce poor generality

f the semantic information of image local descriptors. 

.2.7. Effect of feature dimension 

Given 500-dimensional image descriptors and 100 clusters, we

nd up with an image embedding with 50,0 0 0 dimensions by

LAD encoding. The high dimensionality results in large compu-

ation when training a classifier, so it is necessary to adopt PCA

o reduce the dimension. We evaluate the performance of our

DO with various feature dimensions on SUN 397. Fig. 11 shows

hat our approach with 4096-dimensional features achieves the

est performance. Because the embedding with low dimensionality

ossibly discards some useful information, while the high dimen-

ionality brings the unnecessary computational burden. The best

mbedding with 4096-dimension not only keeps the principle in-

ormation but also makes the training time acceptable. 

We also evaluate the performance of normalization of local and

lobal features. Table 15 tabulates the representation with feature

ormalization achieves better performance. 
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Table 15 

Accuracy of representation with normalization and without normal- 

ization on MITIndoor67 dataset. 

local features global features Accuracy(%) 

without normalization without normalization 83.04 

without normalization with normalization 83.43 

with normalization without normalization 83.72 

with normalization with normalization 83.98 
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Table 16 

Accuracy with end-to-end 

network on MIT Indoor 67 

dataset. 

Method Accuracy 

end-to-end 81.02 % 

our SDO 83.98 % 
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.3. Evaluation on end-to-end network 

In our SDO, we obtain the representation by several steps, such

s patch screening, object selection and image encoding. We tenta-

ively design the end-to-end DNN by resorting to the idea of RPN

nstead of these sub-modules. The RPN method used VGG-16 net-

ork and apply a 3 × 3 convolutional kernel on con v 5 _ 3 feature

aps to produce a low-dimensional vector with 512 d for each re-

eptive field. Each 512 d vector is regarded as the feature of the

orresponding region in original image. Motivated by this idea, we

esign our network based on VGG-16 net with the shared con v 5 _ 3
eature maps which are fed into two sibling nets. One subnet is

sed to produce the patch labels and the other is used to produce

mage labels. The ground-truth patch labels are obtained by the

re-trained model on ImageNet database. To obtain the patch la-

els, we apply 3 × 3 convolutional kernel on the shared con v 5 _ 3
eature maps and the fully-connected layer on each 512 d vector

o produce the patch labels matrix, which achieves patch screen-

ng and object selection procedures. We then fed the label matrix

nto the pooling layer and fully-connected layer to obtain the local

atch representation which achieves patch encoding procedure in-

tead of VLAD method. In another net, we utilize the pooling layer

nd fully-connected layer as the same with the VGG-16 network to

btain the global representation and concatenate the local repre-

entation to feed the softmax layer. In the training phase, we min-

mize an objective function following the multi-task loss where the

oss function for an image is defined as: 

 (p i , I) = 

∑ 

i 

L p (p i , p 
∗
i ) + L I (I , I ∗) (15)

here the p ∗ and I ∗ are the ground-truth patch labels and ground-

ruth image label, respectively. p i is the patch label and I is

he output of the softmax layer. Specifically, we apply 3 × 3 con-

olutional kernel with pad = 1 , stride = 1 on the shared con v 5 _ 3
eature maps to produce a convolution feature map of a size

12 × 14 × 14. Each 512 d vector on location of 14 × 14 map is re-

arded as the feature of the corresponding region in image. The

ocation ( i, j ) can be seen the center ( w, h ) of the region in image

ith the correspondence (w, h ) = 16 × (i, j) . Having obtained the

12 d vectors, we use fully-connected layer on each vector to pro-

uce the patch labels with the output of a size 501 × 14 × 14. We

esign our experiment by resizing the image into 224 × 224 pixels

nd extracting 196 patches according to the patch center locations

ith the patch size 128 × 128. We feed the patches into the pre-

rained ImageNet to achieve the ground-truth patch labels. Mean-

hile, we compute the objects statistic information which occur in

he patches to choose the 500 discriminative objects as that in our

DO. The label dimension is 501 d including 500 discriminative ob-

ects and one non-discriminative objects. If the patch label is not

elong to the discriminative objects, we regard its label as non-

iscriminative object which means discarding this patch. Having

btained the patch labels, we utilize the pooling layer and fully-

onnected layer to obtain the patch representation. The network

oncatenates the patch representation and the global representa-

ion to predict the scene labels. 
Table 16 shows the performance of end-to-end network on MIT

ndoor 67 dataset. We see that our SDO is better than the end-to-

nd network. Because the ground-truth patch labels are regarded

s the object classes with highest probability at softmax layer on

he pre-trained ImageNet. The inaccurate patch labels have effects

n the patch screening, which may discards some useful patches.

eanwhile, the objective function in training phase is not appro-

riate with the patch labels to some extent. 

. Conclusion 

We have proposed in this paper a new semantic descriptor with

bjectness method for scene recognition to exploit the correlation

f object configurations across scenes. We have chosen the dis-

riminative objects by exploring co-occurrence pattern of objects

cross scenes. We have eliminated the negative effects of common

bjects among different scenes by representing the descriptor with

he occurrence probabilities of discriminative objects. Experiments

n three benchmark scene datasets are presented to demonstrate

he efficiency of the proposed approach. 
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